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ABSTRACT
All waters and wastewaters foul the quartz sleeves that
enclose the lamps used in IJV reactors at some rate. This
necessitatesthe need for cleaning with several strategies
currently being used in the industry. A protocol has been
suggested to validate the performance of any cleaning
mechanism in water and wastewater to evaluate cleaning
strategies. This protocol describesa positive control, criteria to evaluate performance, and long term testing. The
test protocol was able to distinguish performance between
off-line manual, automated mechanical, and automated
chemical/mechanicalcleaning methods used by the industry. Only the automated chemical/mechanical cleaning
system worked indefinitely. Once fouling began mechanical wiping and unwiped systemsfailed rapidly.
I NT RO DUCT IO N
In UV disinfection systems for wastewater and drinking
water, various physical and chemical characteristicsof the
water being treated result in fouling of the quartz sleeves
that enclose UV lamps. Factors such as interfacial temperature, UV intensity, hydrodynamics, and the quartz
microstructure and topography allow the attachment of
inorganic debris and organic films or greases. These
organic and inorganic deposits absorb UV light and
decreasethe intensity of UV light penetration into the
water or wastewater. This fouling decreasesthe UV dose
resulting in reduced disinfection performance. Fouling is
a complex processthat tends to be site-specific and is difficult to predict. The rate of fouling is highly variable
from site to site, but eventually all sites accumulate fouling at intervals appropriate to the fouling rate. Fouling
necessitatesthe need for cleaning ofthe quartz sleevesto
maintain optimal system efficiency and performance.
There are severalsleevecleaning options currently used: a)
offline strategieswhich require periodic removal of the UV
lamp sleeve structure for soaking in a chemical bath or
manual wiping with a chemical cleaner; b) automated
online strategiesthat utilize mechanical cleaners (fingers,
spirals, seals,rings, etc.) that wipe frequently and require
periodic manual chemical cleaning; and c) fully automated
chemicaU-mechanicalcleaning systems. Performanceand
cost-effectivenessof these options vary. Manual cleaning
is labor intensive and expensive. Automated mechanical
cleaning technology typically consists of stainless steel

brushes, rubber-type wipers and/or Teflon rings that
mechanically remove the foulant from the sleeve.
Mechanical cleaning alone is not effective in all water
qualities, and in most casesrequiresperiodic offline chemical cleaning. Furthermore, mechanical cleaning requires
frequent wiper maintenance. In comparison, automated
chemical/mechanicalcleaning systems are effective and
require no maintenancefor 6 months or longer.
The performance of cleaning systems impacts on equipment sizing to ensure disinfection and is required to support the justification for sizing of equipment. Validation
ofany cleaning system requiresthat a positive control and
assessmentof criteria be establishedto evaluateperformance. Long term testing is an essentialpart ofvalidation,
as once the cleaning system is unable to maintain a high
degree of sleeve cleanliness,performance drops offvery
rapidly. As a result a pilot study of 3 months or less could
not predict long term performanceaccurately. In the present study, the demonstration of fouling in the absenceof
cleaning (positive control), monitoring of residuals after
cleaning, and the long term performance of the cleaning
device in maintaining optical performance of the sleeve
were used to evaluatethe sleeve-cleaningmechanism.
METHODOLOGY (Validation Protocol Used)
Due to the complex nature of fouling combined with daily,
weekly, monthly, seasonalvariance in water quality, accurate comparison between cleaning strategies can be
achievedonly by testing the cleaning strategiesin parallel
using the same efiluent over the sametime period.
A positive control during which the wipers were removed
and sleevesare unwiped was an essentialpart of the protocol. This was used to assessthe sites' fouling potential
and quantify fouling rates during the test period.
Measurementof fouling rate allows comparisonof the relative difficulty of cleaning between sites and reflects sitespecific water quality effects. A site must be shown to foul
at an appreciable rate in order to distinguish between
cleaning system strategies. This data also was used to
determine the sites' off-line chemical cleaning frequency
for a non-automatedcleaning strategy.
For automated system comparison, new wipers were
installed to assessthe cleaning strategiesbeing evaluated.

This included mechanical wipers and chemicaVmechanical wipers. The effectivenessofeach cleaning strategy or
wiper was tested in duplicate.
Performance was evaluated using UV transmittance (254
nm) through lhe quartz sleeves compared to a new clean
reference quartz sleeve. At timed intervals, the sleeves
were removed from the channel, rinsed with deionized
water (to minimize dryi.tg spots), and allowed to completely dry. Ten random points were measuredalong the
length of each sleeve within the arc length of the lamp.
Double-layer sleeve UV transmittance measurements
were converted to single-layer UVT and reported as relative to a new clean reference sleeve. The mean averageof
all the measuredpoints of all the sleevesfor each cleaning
strategyprovided the averagesleeveUVT fbi that strategy
aI lhat time interval. This non-destructive technique
allowed the sleeves to be replaced in the same location
without wiper removal for continued testing.
Several months of controlled testing was necessaryto distinguish between cleaning strategies,establish long term
performance, and to determine maintenance frequencies.
The absenceoflong term testing could result in incorrect
predictions of full system performance, result in system
under-sizing, and under-estimationsof maintenancecosts.

RESULTS
Four wastewater sites representing different upstream
processand water quality were selectedto test the validation protocol. Off-line, automatedmechanical, and automated chemical/-mechanical cleaning strategies were
evaluated in parallel by equipping all cleaning strategies
on a single bank.
Table I shows the level of effluent treatment prior to the
UV system as well as selectedwater quality parameters.
Standard commercial low pressure systems (Trojan UV
3000 Plus) were equipped with positive control sleeves
(no wipers), mechanical wipers, and chemicaVmechanical
wipers.
Results from the unwiped control sleeves indicated the
effluent from all sites fouled the sleevesat a quantifiable
rate allowing comparisonbetween the automatedcleaning
strategies. This is shown in Table 2, with fouling rate
expressedas the initial percent loss of quartz sleeve UV
transmittance per day.
The loss of quartz sleeve IJV transmittance due to fouling
indicates that overall system performance was compromised rapidly without cleaning in all cases. Without an
automatedcleaning system,this loss must be compensated
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Table 1. Selected Site Treatment and Water Quality Parameters

SITE REFERENCE
Treatment
Co-agulant

uw (%)

I

2

3

4

Primary

Secondary

Secondary

Tertiary

Ferric Salt

None

Alum

None

2 5 -4 5

70-80

65 -75

70-80

pH
TSS(mg/L)
TDS (mg/L)

6.s- 7.5
r50 - 200

7.0- 7.6

6.5- 7.0

7.0- 7.6

5-10

l 5 35

<5

600- 700

700- 800

450- 550

600- 700

Hardness

300- 400

200 - 250

200 -250

250 350

Fe (mg/L)

1 .5- 2 .0

0.2- 0.6

<0.02- 0.05

0.05- 0.20

Table 2. Site Fouling Rates (Initial percent loss ofquartz sleeve UW per day)

SITE REFERENCE
Treatment

3

4

Secondary

Tertiary

2

I

Secondary

Primary

Co-agulant

None

Ferric Salt

Alum

Alum

FoulingRate (%)

20.7

9.8

2.1

9.4

I

2

3

4

Primary

Secondary

Secondary

Tertiary

Co-agulant

None

Ferric Salt

Alum

Alum

NoW ipe

1 day

2 days

9 days

2 days

MechWipe Design I

2.5 months

40 days

6 months

3 months

MechWipe Design2

2 months

15 days

> 6 months

I months

> 6 months

> 5 months

Thble 3.

Estimated OffLine Maintenance Frequency

SITE REFERENCE
Treatment

Chem/MechWipe

> 4 months

> 65 months

with frequent oflline chemical cleaning, increasedsystem
size, and higher power input in order to maintain UV dose.
An 80 percent cut-off line for acceptablesleeve transmittance was selected based on the NWRI Guidelines for
Drinking Water and Water Reuse, 2000 (l). Sleevetransmittance below 80 percent (relative to a new clean sleeve)
would compromise disinfection and require module
removal for oFline manual chemical sleeve cleaning and
wiper maintenance. Table 3. illustrates the estimated offline maintenancefrequency for the wipers designstesting
testedunder these conditions.

95Yorelative to a new clean sleeveover the periods tested.
Typically, once the sleeves begin to foul, mechanical
wipers are no longer able to keep the sleevesclean, and
system performance drops off rapidly.
Site-specific cleaning performancetest results are summarized in Figures 1-4.
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Results showedunwiped strategieswould require cleaning
maintenance within days to maintain acceptable sleeve
UV transmission. The mechanical wiper designs tested
showed varied successat the sites tested. It was not possible to predict mechanical wiper performance based on
treatment level or water quality. Severalmonths of testing
were required to establish mechanical wiper performance
correctly. At all four sites the chemicaVmechanicalcleaning system was able to maintain sleeve cleanlinessabove
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Figwe 1. Cleaning Pedorrnance Results at Site I.
Figure 2. Cleaning Performance Results at Site 2.
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and was able to distinguish between different cleaning
strategies (even different mechanical wipers). Mechanical
wiper performance at a site was not related to the fouling
rate of the site. It would not be possible to predict performance of any cleaning method simply by determining
fouling characteristicsof a site. The chemicaVmechanical
wiping systems were able to maintain very high IJV sleeve
transmittance for extended periods of time at all sites.
Mechanical wiper performancewas very site-specific. At
all sites the mechanical wiping systems tested would
require periodic removal and manual chemical cleaning of
the sleeves.

Figure 3. Cleaning Performance Results at Site 3.
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Figare 4. Cleaning Performance Results at Site 4.
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Wiper frequency is a very important variable for all automated cleaning systems. An equilibrium must be established between maintaining acceptable sleeve IJV transmittance and acceleratedwear on thewiper systemparts to
provide a cost-effective balance between labor and
replacementpart costs. Mechanical wiping systemsgenerally require high wiping frequencies (on the order of
minutes) in order to prevent fouling materials from building up. ChemicaVmechanicalsystemsare able to maintain
high sleeveUV transmissionwith much less frequent wiping, as the chemical solution is able to remove all layers of
fouling build-up.
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Long term testing was necessa.ryto distinguish clearly
between cleaning strategies and validate any cleaning
method for long term performance. Cleaning validation
must be conducted using the effluent to be treated and with
all the operational parameters expected to be used in a fullscale installation. The effectivenessof the cleaning mechanism should be tested using a minimum of four quartz
sleeves(1).
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Field testing confirmed that fouling is complex, site-specific, and difficult to predict. The rate of fouling was highly variable from site to site, but eventually all sites accumulated fouling at intervals appropriateto the fouling rate.
A positive control (unwiped sleeves) was used to determine each site's fouling potential and fouling rate. The
upstream treatment processeswere not linked directly to
fouling rate or cleaning method performance. The water
quality data was insufficient to provide a definite link
between any water component(s) and fouling rate or
cleaning performance.
The criteria established in the protocol to evaluate performance was successful in validating cleaning methods

A maintenanceschedulethat allows the sleevesto drop to
80 percent (relative to a new clean sleeve) between offline chemical cleanings would require 25o/omore equipment installation to compensatefor the loss in UV intensity due to sleevefouling. Also, power input would increase
between cleanings in order to maintain UV dose. Awiper
frequency is recommendedsuch that the sleevesnever fall
below 95 percent sleeveIJV transmittancebetweenwiping
sequences. For chemicaVmechanicalsystems,this translates to al2hour frequency at a rapidly fouling site and a
24hotx frequency at a slow fouling site for the low presswe IJV systems.
Validation of cleaning methods used in UV disinfection
systemsrequire attention to a operationalparameters,positive control, criteria to evaluate cleaning, and long term
performance. The absenceof any one of these factors in
any protocol would not allow proper evaluation. The validation protocol applied showed the chemicaVmechanical
cleaning system to be very effective. The test protocol
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was ableto distinguishbetweendifferentcleaningmethto be usedby the industry.
odsandis suggested
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UV inA CT ION
Water CompanyPlaysit Safe
With MediumPressureUV
A leading water supply company in the Unitred Kingdom
has recently installed two Hanovia medium-pressureIJV
disinfection systems at one of its pumping stations in
Hertfordshire. tIV was chosen as the optimum treatment
process for borehole water that has a small risk of contamination from farmland run-offand a sewagepipe located within the catchment area. The UV installation formed
part of a US$ 923,000 refrubishment that also included
new borehole pumps, control/starter panels, treatment
building and pipework modifi cations.
"Although the risk of contamination is very low, and the
quality of the borehole water is normally very good, the
UV systemprovides the necessaryprotection that gives us
extra peace of mind," said the engineer who is managing
the project for Three Valleys. IJV was preferred to 'superchlorination'because it does away with the need for a contact tank and dechlorination equipment.
The two IJV systems,monitored by state-of-the-artPhoton
control panels, are interfaced with a process control system so the water pumps cannot start until the UV units are
online. Each UV chamber cantreatup to 636 cubic meters
per hour with the level of UV disinfection set at 36 mJ per
square centimeter at the end of UV lamp life. Residual
disinfection is achieved by injecting small quantities of
sodium hypochlorite post-UV.
Readerenquiries:
Hanovia Ltd, 145 FarnhamRd, Slough,BerkshireSLl 4XB,
UK; Tel: +44 (0) 1753515300 Fax: +44 (0) 1753534277;Ecom; Web
site: www.hanovia.com.
mail: sales@hanovia.

AWWA ResearchFoundation
SeeksProposals
The AWWA Research Foundation, a non-profit organization dedicatedto advancing the scienceof drinking water,
is requestingproposals for 30 researchprojects scheduled
to be launchedin 2003. The projects, with nearly $12 million in funding, focus on a wide range of topics related to
the drinking water community.
Requestsfor proposals (RFPs) for the projects have been
available on the Foundation's web site since March 14 at
www.awwarf.com.
According to Jim Manwaring, executive director of
AwwaRF, this year's project agendafocuseson four strategic goal areas:efficient and customer-responsiveorganization, environmental leadership, high-quality water and
infrastructure reliability. "The overarching goal of our
research is to provide information to the drinking water
industry that's based on scientifi-cally-credible research,"
said Manwaring. "Each year we target the most salient topics for the water industry based on input from ow members, leading professionalsin the field, and the results of
prior research. Our studiesprovide knowledge that utilities
and other water professionals can use to continuously
enhance operations and improve drinking water quality."
Proposals submitted in responseto an RFP must be postmarked by either May 5 or July 15, as specified in each
RFP. All projects, unless otherwise indicated, must
include 25 percentofthe total project budget as in-kind or
cash contribution. In-kind contributions can be in the
form of labor, materials or laboratory and other services
and may come from project participants such as water utilities, consulting firms and universities. For each project,
an appointed project advisory committee will evaluate
proposals based on responsivenessto the RFP, scientific
and technical merit and qualifications ofthe researchers.
The completelist ofprojects to be supportedincludes:
and Monitoring EFP2949)
A Dosimetersfor UV Dose YeriJication
A International Workshopand Reporton Pesticides,Their
293s)
Degradatesand Inert Ingredients(RFP
A Long-TermEffectsof Disinfection Changeson WaterQuality
RFP 2940)
Source: Awwa Research Foundation
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